Experimental Study on Compression Deformation and Permeability Characteristics of Grading Broken Gangue under Stress
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Abstract: As the important raw material for backfill mining, broken gangue’s deformation and permeability characteristics directly affect the deformation of the overlying strata above the filling space. In this paper, through lateral compression and pressed seepage tests, the deformation and permeability characteristics of broken gangue as a function of the stress level and grading features were studied. This research indicates that the stress of broken gangue increases exponentially with an increase in strain, and the compression modulus and compression rate present a positive correlation. The samples with discontinuous grading are more difficult to compress than the continuous grading samples, and the discontinuous grading samples are tighter in accordance with the increase in compression rate. At the same time, the change range of the seepage velocity and permeability of the broken gangue decreases. Positive correction between the grading index of the broken gangue and the effect of reducing the permeability of samples is more obvious under axial compression, and less axial stress is needed to achieve the same permeability level for discontinuous grading. This paper can provide an important test basis for the design of grading parameters and the prediction of filling effects of broken gangue on backfill mining.
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1. Introduction

Many high fragmentation and porous particle structures from broken rock mass are produced during geological movement, such as fault fractured zones [1–3] and the fillings of collapse columns [4–6]. In mine construction, large amounts of broken rock mass are required, such as for gangue filling mining backfill [7,8], tailing dam construction [9], and reinforcement technology for rock roadways [10,11]. Broken rock mass still has a certain residual bearing capacity, and its deformation and seepage behaviours have a great influence on the internal fluid and gas migration. Therefore, it is of significant importance to study the deformation and permeability of broken rock mass for safety and green mining.

The deformation characteristics of broken rock mass are basic mechanical properties that greatly impact the research of controlling surface subsidence by filling mining [12,13], building tunnels and roadways passing through a fault fracture zone [14], and fixing foundations and subgrades [15]. Dong et al. (2015) studied the influence of mass density, moisture content and confining pressure on the deformation of broken rock mass [16]. The results of this research not only gave the characteristics of stress-strain relationship that show hardening at first and then softening, but also indicated that the properties of broken sandstone under low confining pressure are characterized by shear contraction...
and that the high confining pressure will result in shear dilation. In addition, broken gangue has a high sensitivity to the rate of water content. Yin et al. (2012) analysed the plastic deformation and stability of rock mass under dynamic loads, and studied the reasonable critical failure strain which showed that the critical stress increased in proportion to confining pressure [17]. In other words, the critical stress and confining pressure have a positive correlation.

The permeability of broken rock mass has great significance to the safe and efficient production of mines, especially to water-conductive fault zone [18], water prevention and control of the surrounding rock of collapse columns [19,20], and in situ solution mining and migration of mining pollutants [21]. Many scholars have made great achievements in studying the penetrating characteristics of broken rock mass by testing. Chai et al. (2002) provided the mechanism of water bursting caused by deformation and failure according to the nonlinear seepage characteristics of broken rock mass [22]. Using a pressure permeability test, Min et al. (2004) found that the permeating properties of broken rock mass change greatly with the displacement of the load [23]. Through these experiments, the relations of the pore pressure gradient and the seepage velocity of the broken rock mass were obtained. Finally, the results indicated the existence of nonlinear seepage characteristics. However, due to the limitation of experimental equipment and technology, there have been few studies on the relationship between the deformation under loads and permeability of broken rock mass. Some scholars regarded the change in porosity as a deformable characteristic of broken rock mass and established the relationship between the porosity and permeability [24–26]. The basic reason for the deformation of broken rock mass is the change in the stress state, but the relationship between permeability and bearing stress changes is unclear. In addition, the particle size is the basic property of broken rock mass, this property has a great impact on stocking states, pore structure, and deformation under loads. The above broken rock mass are the ideal single particle size or a simple proportion of mixed sample. However, some relevant studies had shown that the mixed particles with a certain size grading characteristic can be piled up into a tight state. Therefore, the grading features have a certain effect on the deformation and permeability [27,28].

The research object selected in this paper is broken gangue, a by-product of coal mining. The deformation and permeability characteristics of broken gangue were analysed through experimental results by confined compression and pressure seepage tests, and evaluate the influence of stress and grading on compressibility and permeability of broken rock mass. The results can provide an important basis for the technology of gangue filling mining.

2. Test System and Sample Preparation

2.1. Test Samples

In this experiment, coal gangue (Zhangji Colliery, Huainan, China) is used as the test target. Coal gangue is the waste produced by coal mining and processing, which is the raw material for backfill mining. The bulk gangue is initially broken into small pieces in the crusher (Zhengzhou Hengxing Heavy Equipment Co., Ltd., Zhengzhou, China); then, the broken gangue particles with different particle sizes are obtained by using a crusher and grading sifter (Gaofu Machinery Co., Ltd., Xinxing, China). The apertures of the sifter are 5, 10, 15, 20, and 25 mm, and by using the sifter, a single particle size between the ranges of 0–5, 5–10, 10–15, 15–20, and 20–25 mm were obtained, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.
The samples used in the experiment were obtained by mixing the single-grain gangue particles in certain proportions. According to the particle interference theory of G. A. Wegmouth [29], in order to achieve the densest state after mixing particles of different sizes, the pores between large-sized particles should be filled by smaller-sized particles, and the particle size of the filler particles cannot be larger than the gap between the large particles. The present grading method designs are the continuous grading method and the discontinuous grading method; the difference between the methods is that the particle sizes determined by the continuous grading method are consecutive, whereas some particles would be lost by the other method.

According to the theory of Talbot Grading [30], the proportion of particle diameter gangue in continuous grading samples could be described by Equation (1):

\[ P_i = \left( \frac{d_i}{d_{\text{max}}} \right)^n \]  

where \( P_i \) is the proportion of the particle size of \( d_i \), \( d_{\text{max}} \) is the largest diameter particle in the mixed sample (mm), and \( n \) is the power exponent of Talbot.

The \( n \) of the Talbot power exponent can be equal to 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, and the maximum particle size \( d_{\text{max}} \) is 25 mm. According to Equation (1), the proportion of particles \( d_i \) can be calculated for different continuous grading samples. Since some particle sizes are lost in the samples by discontinuous grading, discontinuous grading samples can be obtained by rejecting the first-order particle size by continuous grading. The maximum and minimum sizes are required to retain in mixed-grade samples, which are framework grain and pore-filled particles, respectively. Samples with the sizes of 5–10, 10–15, and 15–20 mm are removed in the continuous grading, which correspond to the index \( m \) with 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 mm, respectively. The removed particles will be supplemented by smaller samples with original proportions. The particle sizes of continuous-grade and discontinuous-grade samples is shown in Table 1. Where \( n \) is continuous grading index, \( m \) is discontinuous grading index, \( d_i \) is the particle size, and \( P_i \) is the proportion of the particle size of \( d_i \).

### Table 1. Proportion of particles in different grading index samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grading Index</th>
<th>( P_i(%) )</th>
<th>( d_1 ) (0–5 mm)</th>
<th>( d_2 ) (5–10 mm)</th>
<th>( d_3 ) (10–15 mm)</th>
<th>( d_4 ) (15–20 mm)</th>
<th>( d_5 ) (20–25 mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( n )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>85.13</td>
<td>6.11</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>61.70</td>
<td>14.26</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>44.72</td>
<td>18.52</td>
<td>14.21</td>
<td>11.98</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>32.41</td>
<td>20.24</td>
<td>17.28</td>
<td>15.60</td>
<td>14.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>23.49</td>
<td>20.35</td>
<td>19.31</td>
<td>18.66</td>
<td>18.19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( m )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>75.97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9.83</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>54.77</td>
<td>22.69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11.98</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>39.64</td>
<td>24.76</td>
<td>21.14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>14.46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Table 1, it can be found that the distribution of the particle size of the broken gangue samples with different Talbot grading indices has great differences. The small particle proportion decreases gradually with the increase in \( m \) and \( n \), while that for the large particles is opposite. The particle proportion less than 5 mm decreases with the increase in \( m \) and \( n \); however, the size larger than 5 mm exhibits an opposite variation trend. For example, when \( n \) increases from 0.1 to 0.9, the proportion of particle size 0–5 mm is reduced by 61.64%, while the proportion for the particle sizes of 5–10, 10–15, 15–20, and 20–25 mm are increased by 14.24, 15.53, 15.89, and 15.98%, respectively. At the same time, it can be found that the proportion of small particles with discontinuous grading is much larger than that of continuous grading, but both have the same proportion of large particles in the test. For example, when the values of \( m \) and \( n \) are equal and are taken as 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 mm, the particles of 0–5 mm in discontinuous grading are higher than that of continuous grading by 14.27%, 10.05% and 16.15%, respectively. The particle proportion of different grading samples directly reflects the size of the broken gangue and determines the differences of pore structure. According to the particle size grading in Table 1, five groups of continuous grading samples and three groups of discontinuous grading ones were obtained after combining the filtered gangue particles of different sizes.

2.2. Experimental Setup

The test system consists of a DDL600 electronic universal testing machine (Changchun Mechanical Science Research Institute Co., Ltd., Changchun, China), osmosis device, seepage circuit, hydraulic pump, and hydraulic accessories, as shown in Figure 2. Among them, the seepage circuit consists of a hydraulic pump, pressure sensor, reversing valve, globe valve, flow sensor. The osmotic device is composed of a cylinder, piston, bottom plate, rims, permeable plate. Additionally, the axial force of the DDL600 electronic universal testing machine ranges from 0 to 600 kN, with the measurement accuracy of ±0.5%. The axial displacement measurement ranges from 0 to 80 mm with the accuracy of ±0.5%; the inner diameter of permeation cylinder is 100 mm, with the capacity of \( 1.57 \times 10^6 \) mm³.

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2.** Osmosis system: (1) check valve; (2) flow meter; (3) hydraulic pump; (4) penetrant box; (5) pressure gauge; (6) relief valve; (7) osmosis device; and (8) computer.

Before the experiment, the stability, reliability, and sealing of the entire test system were tested. The osmosis device in the test system is shown in Figure 3. Samples are filled into the osmosis device, and then they are placed on the DDL600 electronic universal testing machine with the upper end contact to the check valve set to 1, and the lower exposure connected to the collecting pail. Before the test, the sample must be saturated in order to fill the piping of the system with osmotic fluid. During the test, the permeate flow rate was obtained by weighing the amount of water infiltrated in the collection tank, and the axial deformation was directly obtained by the test machine data acquisition system.
3. Parameter Calculation

3.1. Characteristic Parameters of Compression Deformation

The compression modulus is often used to measure the constrictive strength of broken rock under the condition of lateral restraint, and it describes the change rate of stress relative to the strain, which can be expressed as follows [2]:

\[ E_i = \frac{d\sigma_1}{d\varepsilon_1} \]  

(2)

The differential approximate form of Equation (2) [2] is as follows:

\[ E_i = \frac{\Delta\sigma_1}{\Delta\varepsilon_1} \]  

(3)

The compression of broken rock described by the compression ratio is [2]:

\[ \gamma = \frac{\Delta h}{H} \]  

(4)

where \( \Delta h \) represents the height change of samples at a certain stress level, and \( H \) is the initial height of the sample. The compressive rate of broken rock is equal to the value of strain \( \varepsilon \) in the condition of lateral restraint.

3.2. Permeability Parameter

The porosity of the samples can be calculated by the following Equation (5) [31]:

\[ \phi = 1 - \frac{m}{\rho_0 A (h_0 - h_i)} \]  

(5)

where \( m \) is the quality of broken rock, (kg); \( \rho_0 \) is the density of sandstone, (kg/m\(^3\)); \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of broken rock, (m\(^2\)); \( h_0 \) is the initial height of broken sandstone, (m); and \( h_i \) is the height of the sample at the loaded time of \( t_i \) for test machine, (m).

The seepage of porous media of broken rock particles is consistent with the relation of Forchheimer [32]:

\[ -\frac{\partial p}{\partial h} = \frac{\mu v}{k} + \rho \beta \nu^2 \]  

(6)

where \( p \) is the osmotic pressure, (MPa); \( h \) is the height of the porous medium, (m); \( \rho \) is the water density, 1000 kg/m\(^3\); \( \mu \) is the water viscosity, (Pa·s); \( \nu \) represents the seepage velocity, (m/s); \( k \) is the permeability, (m\(^2\)); and \( \beta \) is the non-Darcy flow factor, (m\(^{-1}\)).
By testing, the time series $V_i$ of cumulative volume of exudate can be obtained, in $(t_i, t_{i+1})$ time period, the average flow is $Q_i$, and $v_i$ is the average seepage velocity in $(t_i, t_{i+1})$ time period:

$$v_i = \frac{Q_i}{A} = \frac{4Q_i}{\pi d^2}$$ (7)

where $d$ is the diameter of outlet pipe section.

Since the outlet of penetration connects to the atmosphere, the pressure gradient $J$ at the moment of $i$ is [33]:

$$J = \frac{\Delta P}{h_i} = \frac{P_1 - P_2}{h_i} = \frac{P_1}{h_i}$$ (8)

where $\Delta P = P_1 - P_2$ represents the osmotic pressure difference among the samples, and $P_1$ and $P_2$ are the pressure in the osmotic inlet and outlet, i.e., $P_2 = 0$. $h_i$ is the height of the sample at the moment of $i$.

According to Equation (6), the seepage velocity at the moment of $i$ and $i + 1$ is $v_i$ and $v_{i+1}$ respectively, and $J$ is regarded as the pressure gradient. According to the relationship of $v - J$ in $i$ and $i + 1$, the permeability $k_i$ and non-Darcy flow $\beta$-factor at time $i$ would be obtained [33]:

$$\begin{cases}
J &= \frac{\mu v_i}{k_i} + \rho \beta v_i^2 \\
J &= \frac{\mu v_{i+1}}{k_i} + \rho \beta v_{i+1}^2 \\
k_i &= \frac{\mu v_{i+1}}{J(v_i + v_{i+1})} \\
\beta_i &= -\frac{J}{\rho v_i v_{i+1}}
\end{cases}$$ (9)

4. The Evolution Laws of Deformation and Permeability of Broken Gangue

4.1. The Characteristics of Compression Deformation of Broken Gangue

The samples are given index $n$ values of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9 by continuous grading and index $m$ values of 0.3, 0.5 and 0.7 by discontinuous grading with confined compression. The displacement loading method with a loading rate of 0.05 mm/s is applied to all the samples. The relations between stress and strain ($\sigma - \varepsilon$), as well as the relations between the compression modulus and compression ratio ($E_t - \gamma$), of continuous and discontinuous grading samples, are shown in Figure 4. From Figure 4, it can be concluded that the relationships of stress-strain and compression ratio-modulus can all be well fitted by exponential functions under the two different conditions.

As seen from Figure 4a,b, the stress-strain relationship of different continuous-grade samples is approximately the same. With the increase in axial strain, the stress increases exponentially, and the compression modulus is compatible with the increase in the compression ratio. This result means that the greater the compression rate is, the harder it is for the gangue to be compressed. Compared to the stress-strain relationship, it can be observed that, with the decrease in the Talbot exponent, the stress and compressive modulus increase quickly. The smaller the sample’s Talbot index is, the more difficult it is to compress. As seen from Figure 4a, with the smaller Talbot index, smaller particles with higher content are filled closely, so the sample is more difficult to compress. Similarly, the relationships of stress-strain and compressive modulus-ratio of the discontinuous grading samples shown in Figure 4c,d are similar to those of the continuous-grade samples, with an increase in stress and strain according to the exponential function. The smaller the discontinuous grading index is, the faster the compression modulus increases with increasing compression rate, i.e., the samples are harder to compress. In addition, there is a great difference in the compression deformation of samples by continuous and discontinuous grading. Taking the samples with index of 0.5 by discontinuous and continuous grading as the examples, when the strain is 0.1, the stress of these samples are 3.35 and 2.76 MPa, respectively, and the compressive modulus are 1.12 and 0.96 MPa; when the strain is 0.25, the stress of the samples is 43.6 and 35.9 MPa, and the compression modulus are 11.8 and 9.6 MPa.
It is indicated that samples with discontinuous grading are more difficult to compress than those with continuous grading, and with an increasing compression rate, the discontinuous grading samples are denser, because the particles are also denser in arrangement.

4.2. The Evolution Characteristics of Permeability of Grading Broken Gangue

To study the permeability of broken rock in the whole process of compression, the permeability parameters of grading broken gangue were tested. At the same time, the change law of exudate is recorded with the change in the compression rate. To reduce the influence of osmotic pressure on the compression process, the osmotic pressure was fixed at 2 MPa. The change law of the total flow rate and seepage velocity of exudate with the compression rate under different grading conditions are shown in Figure 5a,b. In addition, the permeability and non-Darcy flow β-factor variation trends with the compression rate are shown in Figure 5c,d, respectively (note: Figure 5b can be obtained by Equation (7), and Figure 5c,d can be obtained by Equation (10)).
Therefore, the variation range of cumulative flow, seepage velocity, and permeability all decrease with increasing compression rate while, for a higher compression rate of broken gangue, the pore is smaller and fluid resistance is greater, which contributes heavily to nonlinear seepage; as a result, the seepage velocity and permeability are characterized by decreasing nonlinearly. In addition, there are obvious differences in the evolution law of permeability for discontinuous and continuous grading. Compared with continuous-grade broken gangue, the increased rate of cumulative flow of discontinuous-grade samples is smaller under the same compression rate, and the cumulative flow evolution law of these samples was similar.

As seen from Figure 4, broken gangue was denser and less compressible with a high compression rate. Therefore, the variation range of cumulative flow, seepage velocity, and permeability all decrease with the increasing compression rate while, for a higher compression rate of broken gangue, the pore is smaller and fluid resistance is greater, which contributes heavily to nonlinear seepage; as a result, the non-Darcy flow $\beta$-factor is larger.

As seen from Figure 5, the smaller particle size of broken gangue under discontinuous grading occupies a higher proportion of space; the pores between large particles are easily filled; and mixed

![Figure 5](image-url)
samples are denser, so the seepage velocity and permeability are small in the initial state. The pores are filled densely with small particles. Thus, the samples are more difficult to compress, and the decreasing speed of permeability becomes steadily smaller under a high compression rate.

### 4.3. Influence of Stress on the Permeability of Grading Broken Rock

The above study shows that compressibility and permeability of broken gangue depends on the compression state, while the compressive state of the broken gangue is related to axial stress. To study the relationship between axial stress and permeability of broken rock, the axial stress of 5 MPa is used to compress grading broken gangue first. Then, after fixing the load displacement and testing permeability parameter of broken gangue under the present conditions by a steady-state method, the permeability tests under 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 MPa are completed. Finally, the permeability tests of broken gangue samples were completed in the same way with continuous and discontinuous grading.

In Figure 6, the permeability of broken gangue under different compressive stress is displayed. It can be seen from the graph that the permeability of broken gangue shows a negative exponential function, decreasing with the increase in axial compressive stress. The permeability decreases rapidly when the compressive stress is less than 15 MPa; when the compressive stress is more than 15 MPa, the permeability decreases gently. This result shows that axial compression has significance in reducing the permeability of broken gangue when the compressive stress is less than 15 MPa; however, when the compressive stress is greater than 15 MPa, the effect is not obvious.

![Figure 6](image-url)

**Figure 6.** Permeability of broken gangue with different compressive stress: (a) continuous grading; and (b) discontinuous grading.

Second, under the same stress, the larger the grading index, the higher the permeability of broken gangue is, and the more significant the axial compression is to reduce the permeability of the sample. For example, for continuous grading samples, when the stress increases from 5 MPa to 40 MPa, the permeability of \( n = 0.9 \) decreases from 76 to 7 \( \mu m^2 \); for \( n = 0.1 \), the permeability decreases from 39 to 4 \( \mu m^2 \); and the change amplitudes is 69 and 35 \( \mu m^2 \), respectively.

In addition, the axial stress of discontinuous grading gangue must be smaller in order to achieve the same permeability level. For \( n = 0.5 \), axial stress of continuous grading should be set to 10 MPa, and that for discontinuous grading should be set at 8 MPa to make the permeability of samples reduce to 20 \( \mu m^2 \); in continuous grading, the data should be 15 MPa, while with discontinuous grading requiring 12 MPa to make the permeability of samples reduce to 10 \( \mu m^2 \).

It can be found that, for grading broken gangue, with a higher proportion of small particles, the particles are easier to adjust by sliding and rolling due to axial stress in order to achieve a tighter state. However, in the process of compression, samples with many large particle sizes must overcome the dislocation of large particles. Therefore, it is more difficult to compress them.
These conclusions are quite consistent with previous research by Harianto Rahardjo [34]. In the mixed gangue particle samples, the pores generated by accumulation of large particles are usually occupied by small particles, which result in the higher compressibility of discontinuous grading samples. Therefore, considering the permeability-mechanical response, appropriate backfill material properties need to be considered in the application of gangue filling mining project. After the coal has been mined, the backfill material plays the supporting role of the roof rock mass, which is a critical concern for controlling surface subsidence [12].

5. Conclusions

The broken rock mass is widely distributed in underground engineering, and it is very important to the stability of these engineering, especially, the deformation characteristic and permeability could be the pivotal factor in the migration of underground water. The deformation and permeability of broken gangue as a function of the stress level and grading features were studied through confined compression and pressed seepage tests. This research indicates that with the increase in axial strain, the stress of broken gangue increases with an exponential function, and the compression modulus is increased with increasing compression ratio, which indicates that the greater compression rate of broken gangue is, the harder it is to be compressed. Samples by discontinuous grading are harder to compress than those of continuous grading, and the former is denser with the increase in compression rate. Discontinuous grading has a larger number of small particle components and a denser grain arrangement based on both tests. Therefore, samples by discontinuous grading are more difficult to compress. With increasing compression rate, the change range of seepage velocity and permeability of broken gangue decreases, with a higher compression rate of broken gangue and smaller pores, the fluid has higher resistance. All these factors lead to stronger nonlinear characteristics of seepage, the larger the grading index of broken gangue is, the more remarkable effect of axial compression on reducing the permeability of the samples. To achieve the same permeability level, compared to that of continuous grading, the axial stress by the discontinuous grading sample is smaller. Finally, through the research and discussion in this paper, the mixed gangue particle samples with smaller grading index are more suitable for backfill material, and the performance of discontinuous grading samples is better in resistance of compression and penetration. Therefore, the broken gangue with discontinuous grading and small grading index is more suitable as filling material, meanwhile fault fractured zones and the collapse columns with the same characteristics are less prone to water inrush accidents.
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